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This is what did not happen at the University of New Hampshire.
p/ioto by Wallner
No decision in Wefers hearing
At 7:40 p.m. Friday, May 15, 
U.S. Federal Court Judge Hugh 
Bownes thanked the audience for 
their attentive behavior during 
a long ten-hour trial and dis­
missed the courtroom. No 
decision in the case of the U.S. 
versus Mark Wefers had been 
reached. None is expected until 
shortly after May 25, the dead­
line set by the judge for the pro­
secutor and the defense counsel 
to submit written summaries of 
their cases.
United States District Attorney 
General David A. Brock prose­
cuted the case. Wefers was de­
fended by Attorney William P, 
Shea of Dover.
The hearing was for Wefers 
to “ show cause” why he should 
not be found in contempt of a 
court order Issued May 5. The 
order permitted the “ Chicago 
Three” to speak at the Field 
House between the hours of 3:30 
and 6:30 p.m.
Wefers was also charged with 
contempt of a second supplemen­
tal order served on him at 6:59 
that same evening. The second 
order reiterated the first with the 
stipulation that the program could 
continue at 7:30 if the trustees 
so declared.
Bownes outlined the state law. 
which defined the maximum sen­
tence for the contempt charges 
at $1,000 or six months imp­
risonment.
Brock, at 10 a.m., made no 
opening statement, except to say 
“ No one thing proves Wefers 
guilty.” He continued that the 
state would prove a certain 
course of conduct, an attitude 
taken by Wefers and his state of 
mind, which proved Wefers to be 
in contempt of court.
Immediately, Shea moved the 
case be dismissed, “ The order 
to 'show cause’ is too vague and 
cannot be defended against.” The 
motion was denied.
Shea outlined his case to the 
audience and court in his opening 
statement. Three points were 
made. One: The original court 
order, issued at approximately 
11:30 a.m. Tuesday, May 5, did
Motorcyclist 
killed  here
A 23-year old motorcyclist was 
killed instantly and another ser­
iously injured in a-collislon be­
tween two motorcycles and a 
school bus in Durham Wednesday.
Authorities said Peter L. Sta­
ples of Ogunqult, Maine died in­
stantly of multiple skull frac­
tures when his motorcycle col­
lided with an empty school bus, 
driven by Carl V. Shaw, J r . 
of Durham.
Maine resident David A. 
Brooks, 22, was taken toWent- 
worth-Douglass Hospital in Do­
ver, before he was transferred to 
Maine Medical Center, where 
he is listed in serious condi­
tion with head injuries.
Police reported that Staples 
and Brooks were rounding a cor­
ner on Packer Falls Road when 
they collided with the bus. Both 
motorcyclists were reportedly 
thrown off their machines.
not forbid or enjoin MarkWefers 
to do anything. “ It protected 
Wefers from 3:30 to 6:30 from 
the Board of Trustees’ action.” 
The order, said Shea, did mot 
specifically prohibltWefers from 
doing anything.
Two: The second court order, 
issued late Tuesday afternoon, 
stated the program could con­
tinue if the trustees permitted it. 
Shea said the order did not spe­
cify a formal action of the Board 
of Trustees. He Interpreted the 
order to mean only those trustees 
present or consulted would have 
the authority to allow the pro­
ceedings to continue.
Shea intended to prove Fred 
Hall, chairman of the Board of 
Trustees, John W. McConnell, 
President of U.N.H. and Gover­
nor Walter Peterson, both trus­
tees, allowed the speakers to go
on stage at 7:30 p.m. in order 
to avoid violence, and therefore 
complied with the court order. 
Wefers would not be in contempt.
Third: Shea intended to show 
to the court the impossibility of 
Wefers’ compliance with an or­
der to stop the “ Chicago Three” 
from speaking at 7:30 that night. 
Eight thousand had gathered to 
hear the three; Wefers had no
w a y  o f  c o n ta c t in g  th o rn  an d  no
authoritative means to cancel the 
speaking engagement.
A false alarm sounded at 10:50 
Friday morning and emptied the 
court until approximately 11:30 
when the trial resumed.
The government rested its case 
at four in the afternoon, having 
heard testimony from Hall; Mc­
Connell; Joseph Millimet of Di­
vine, Millimet, McDonougn, Stahl 
and Branch in Manchester —
by David Whalt 
Staff Reporter
In a last attempt to clean up 
its agenda, the University Se­
nate met for six hours Mon­
day to discuss a backlog of re­
ports and legislation that had been 
gathering since last December
In a meeting that covered se­
veral topics, the Senate heard 
Myrna Adams, assistant to the 
academic vice president, present 
an assessment of the Univer­
sity’s black studies program, 
and appointed a committee to find 
new ways of financing black stu­
dies.
Dissatisfied with the curric­
ulum committee’s recommenda­
tions on the reading period, the 
Senate sent the report back for 
further study and ordered the 
committee to study the possi­
bilities of replacing the present 
4-R-4-R system with a 4-1-4 
program by September, 1971.
At its Monday meeting the Se­
nate voted to accept recom­
mended changes in the Army 
ROTC program and decided to 
continue for another year ne­
gotiations with the Air Force in 
revising its reserve officers’ 
program at UNH. The Senate 
was also informed of the trus­
tees decision to examine the pro­
spects for residence hall self- 
government.
Black studies
Mrs. Adams spoke first on 
the black studies program at 
UNH. She pointed out that while 
the University Senate had ap­
proved a black studies program 
over a yearago it had failed to 
implement much of what it had 
approved.
The Senate has hired the black 
administrators as it promised, 
she said, but it has failed so 
ta r to get the ten black faculty 
members on which it had plan­
ned.
“ Black students numbered only 
42 in the fall of 1969; the Un­
iversity goal had been 100 stu­
dents. Even by the fall of 1970 
we will still only have about 62 
black students.”
Mrs. Adams cited the failure 
of the University to hire either 
a black psychologist or psychia­
trist and other blacks for non­
professional jobs with the Uni­
versity. She also pointed to the
attorney for the University Board 
of Trustees; Steven Spielman, an 
attorney associated^ with Mll- 
limet’s firm: N.H. Attorney Ge­
neral Warren Rudman; William 
MacLaughlin, Student Caucus 
president, and others.
No concluding statements were 
made by Brock, and again Shea 
moved the hearing be dismissed. 
Judge Bownes reserved his de-
cicion and iho dofonoc procce—
ded.
Shea’s defense of Wefers was 
brief. Two witnesses were called 
to testify — Mark Wefers and 
his former attorney, John Short- 
lidge.
At 7:40 p.m. the defense res­
ted and the principals, not pre­
pared to give oral summaries, 
were asked by Bownes to submit 
written statements of their res­
pective cases by May 25.
Mark Wefers and friends gather in front of the Federal Building in Concord during a break in the court 
hearing last Friday. photo by Baldwin
Peterson opposed to special session
by Ron Winslow 
Managing Editor
Governor Walter Peterson said 
at a news conference yesterday 
that he sees no reason to call 
a special session of the legis­
lature to consider two bills in­
troduced by Malcolm Stevenson 
(R-Grafton). The bills were 
drawn up in response to recent 
activities on the Durham cam­
pus.
Peterson said the two bills, 
one concerning redefinition of 
what is meant by advocating 
olence and the other which de­
fines the civil rights of stu­
dents, would not add “ anything 
of value to our laws.” He also 
said they were “ poorly drafted” 
and “ constitutionally weak” and 
would be “ detrimental to our 
state and its citizens.”
The Governor made the re­
marks at a press conference 
taped yesterday in the WENH- 
TV studios in the Memorial U- 
nion.
Under continuous questioning 
about the appearance of the “ Chi­
cago 3” at the UNH campus.
the Governor emphasized that the 
decision by University officials 
to allow the speeches to take 
place beyond the 6:'’0 time limit 
set by a court order was a cor­
rect one.
“ Every law enforcement of­
ficial thought the event should 
go on,” Peterson said, “ and 
that to take any other course 
of action risked creating, the 
day after the incident at Kent 
State, Ohio, a similar incident 
here in New Hampshire.”
Peterson said he was aware 
the event had precipitated a large 
amount of tension in the state 
and that it is important that this 
tension be calmed.
Implying that the government, 
the media, and the students were 
all responsible for the increa­
sed tension, the Governor called 
for a reopening of communica­
tion.
“ Re-establishing lines of com­
munication is vitally Im­
portant for the preservation of 
our society.” Peterson said, 
“ and It is sometimes difficult 
to do if the media of our state 
play on the emotions of our peo­
ple. I think we have got to 
learn to lower our voices and talk
to one another again.”
Peterson said his mall on the 
“ Chicago 3” situation has been 
running two to one against his 
position. He said the reason 
for these feelings have been based 
on misconceptions.
In response to a question about 
his recent meetings with stu­
dents, the Governor said he has 
found young peoples’ concerns 
about the war founded without 
“ both sides of the puzzle.”
He said the Nixon administra­
tion has been unable to commun­
icate with students in some cases, 
because administration spokes­
men have been shouted down on 
campuses.
Peterson predicted, however, 
that the students lobbying 
in Washinton for anti-war le­
gislation will be “ a powerful 
force that should be respected” 
and repeated, in response to a 
question, his belief that the vo­
ting age should be lowered to 
18.
The Governor also reaffirmed 
his support of Nixon’s policies 
in Indo-China, saying he believed 
they were directed towards ef­
forts to de-escalate American 
involvement.
Inadequate funding of the black 
student organization as another 
example of the Senate failing to 
fulfill the recommendations of 
its 1969 black studies report.
“ I have not received the com­
mitment from the University that 
this report would have in­
dicated,” said Mrs. Adams. “ I 
operated under the assumption 
that there was much more com­
mitment to having blacks on this 
campus than actually seems to be 
the case.
“ The students and I feel that 
having passed these recommen­
dations, the University said ‘we 
have done our bit and now we can 
sit back.’ Support for the pro­
gram has not been forthcoming. 
What we need now on the campus 
are allies who will be willing to 
offer their resources to help us 
succeed.”
After listening to Mrs. Adams 
present her report. Senator Louis 
Hudon, french department chair­
man, commented on her request 
for more black faculty members. 
“ I will hire anyone who can han­
dle the job; I don’t care what 
color they are. I know of two 
qualified blacks, but I would have 
to pay them 40 per cent more 
than the rest of the faculty in 
my department. This is some­
thing I will not do.”
Replying to Senator Hudon’s 
statement, Mrs. Adams said, 
“ black professionals realize that 
their color can be an asset today. 
But I have not met one yet who 
wishes this were the case.” 
Insufficient funds
Mrs. Adams said insufficient 
funds were a major reason in 
falling to implement a success­
ful black studies program at 
UNH. “ I guess everything comes 
out to money. So no matter what 
I say it will come down in the end 
to dollars and cents.”
Commenting on Mrs. Adams’ 
report. University President 
John McConnell said he agreed 
with her analysis of the situa­
tion. “What Myrna has said 
about the problem is correct. 
The problem i s ’money, plus a 
need for cultural change.
“We are saddled with critical 
financial problems. We have 
not used money from other pro­
grams for black studies, nor 
have we used state appropriated 
money. We have relied on money
outside s o u rc e ^ ^ ^  Senator Trevor Colburn, dean 
.if’bfifbe Graduate School, also voi-“We have made a commitment' 
for black studies, and we cer­
tainly have not come close to 
what we have promised. But given 
the present situation it is dif­
ficult to see how we can get 
the income necessary just to 
maintain the present program, 
let alone expand it.
“We are making efforts to get 
additional money. But crisis 
after crisis comes and we have 
difficulty just in keeping the in­
stitution as it is.”
After listening to Mrs. Adams 
and President McConnell, the 
Senate discussed how outside 
funds might be acquired for the 
black studies program.
Senator John Holden, profes­
sor of political science, sugges­
ted the faculty be assessed $100 
each and students be asked for 
five dollars apiece for the black 
studies program. “ Our real 
interest in this program will be 
measured by our dollars.”
At the motion of President 
McConnell, the Senate voted to 
appoint Senator Holen in charge 
of a committee to study the means 
of Implementing his suggestions.
Reading period
In the second half of the Se­
nate meeting. Senator Charles 
Leocha, sophomore mechanical 
engineering major, presented the 
report of the Senate Curriculum 
Committee.
Assigned to make a study of the 
present 4-R-4-R system, the 
committee offered new guidelines 
for conducting the reading per­
iod. The committee recommen­
ded that no exams be given during 
the reading period, and that in­
structors be allowed to conduct 
regular classes when given ap­
proval by their departments. It 
also suggested readlngperlodas­
signments be scaled down in re­
sponse to student complaints of 
being overburdened with work.
Senate reaction to the Cur­
riculum Committee’s proposals 
was largely critical. “ I con­
sider this whole document a bas­
tardization of the purposes of 
the reading period,” remarked 
Senator Peter Riviere, jimior 
political science major. "By 
letting faculty members conduct 
classes as they choose, we are 
messing up the whole reading 
period.”
opposition. “ In the con- 
texit'of these guidelines we have 
anything but a reading period. 
The reading period would be 
destroyed if we adopted these 
guidelines.”
Listening to criticisms from 
several senators on the reading 
period. Senator Hudon tried to 
defend the program by stressing 
the need for more experimen­
tation. “We have only had it for 
ft year; it hasn’t had much time 
to develop, why don’t we try 
it for another year? It won’t 
hurt us.”
“ Wilen you have something as 
unworkable as this,” replied se­
nior Brad Cook, “ you don’t have 
to give it another chance. I 
know of no faculty member or 
student who likes it.”
Cook and other senators urged 
the examination of a 4-1-4 sys­
tem for the University. The 4-1-4 
system would discard the present 
two reading periods and replace 
them with a one month indepen­
dent study in January.
In a motion made by Senator 
Thomas Marshall, professor of 
education, and amended by Se­
nator Richard David, dean of 
Technology, the Senate voted toi 
send the reading period report 
back to the Curriculum Com­
mittee for further study and in­
structed the committee to study 
the possibilities of implementing 
a 4-1-4 system by September, 
1971.
ROTC program
Taking up the Board of Gov­
ernors’ progress report on chan­
ging the University’s ROTC pro­
grams, the Senate quickly 
approved recommended changes 
in the Army ROTC curriculum.
Under the new guidelines, aca­
demic credit will not be given 
for skill courses in military sci­
ence. The new program will 
also permit Army ROTC partic­
ipants to take certain courses in 
political science, history, and e- 
conomics as substitutes for re­
gular academic military science 
courses. The new guidelines 
will go into effect for freshmen 
entering the University in Sep- 
(continued on page 8)
Dorms may be autonomous early as next semester
by Nancy Hayden 
News Editor
University residence halls may 
have autonomy earlynextseir.es- 
■t r, if a proposal by the Dean of 
Student Affairs Office is accep­
ted by the Board of Trustees.
According to Dean of Student 
Affairs Richard Stevens, the 
trustees at their May 16 meeting 
directed the Dean of Student Af­
fairs Office “ to communicate 
with students, faculty, trustees, 
parents and other Interested par­
ties regarding the desirability 
and practicality of self-govern­
ment in student residences,” and 
to report on the study at the 
trustees’ summer session.
“We’ve been talking about 
dorm autonomy all year as an 
eventual goal,” said Jane New­
man, assistant dean of students. 
“ Recent activities may have been 
a catalyst, but I don’t think it was 
just a reaction to- the last three 
weeks.”
Stevens added, “ I see it as 
more of a response to the need 
for a broader picture than sim­
ply piece-meal efforts, such as 
alcohol policy, then curfews, then 
visitation hours.”
The proposal, if implemented, 
would include development of 
more effective student govern­
ment within residence halls, and 
a review of all existing regu­
lations pertaining to student life.
Students would have primary 
responsibility in the areas of 
social rules such as visitation 
hours, elected student govern­
ment, procedures to deal with 
grievances and violations, com­
pliance with the approved De­
claration of Student Rights and 
Responsibilities, and the role of 
residence hall staff.
Student government wlthin'res- 
Idence halls would work with ad­
ministrative offices and faculty 
to deal with management policies 
and develop educational pro­
grams. These programs would 
include curricula topics, social 
issues, and broad community, 
state, or national subjects.
Traditional operations will 
continue in residence halls which 
do not want self-government un­
der this proposal. “ I think it’s
good,” said Miss Newman, “ be­
cause there will be 25 or 26 
different programs — some by 
floor, some hall-wide.”
“ It is Important to me that 
all members of the residence 
hall are represented,” she con­
tinued. “ I would want to be able 
to voice my opinions and have 
them considered in my hall, not 
be forced to compromise my 
principles.”
Stevens said the greatest sup­
port and encouragement for the 
proposal has come from meetings 
at residence halls, where stu­
dents wanted to discuss topics 
other than simply visitation 
hours.
“ At a fireside in Scott, the 
residents voted to support our 
proposal,” said Miss Newman. 
“ They’ve been in every day as­
king what they can do to help.” 
Members of the Dean of Stu­
dent Affairs Office will meet with 
students Monday night at a mee­
ting coordinated by the Residence 
Hall Advisory Council. There 
they hope to outline the proposal 
to students, and enlist their sup- 
(continued on page 2)
Huttter Randall Plummer submits resignation 
Residents fate director of housing
SJB hearings
Two groups of students appea­
red before judicial hearings yes­
terday as a result of attempts 
to “ liberate” their residence 
halls.
The students were charged with 
violation of student rule 11:371, 
which specifies the maximum 
hours permissible for visitation 
policy.
Fifty-one Hunter residents 
were found guilty of violating the 
parietals policy and were issued 
a written warning by Peter 
Schofield, associate dean of stu­
dents. In their defense they 
questioned the legitimacy of the 
Board of Trustees’ decision to 
overrule the University Senate, 
and maintained that the incident 
was only a symbolic gesture.
The hearing of eight Randall 
residents was postponed when 
Ruth Hurley, associate dean of 
students, refused to allow 11 
spectators to remain in the room. 
She referred to student rule 10:54 
which allows “ an adviser” for 
each defendant, and said that 
those students who were not ad­
visors would have to leave be­
fore the hearing could proceed.
After much discussion as to the 
legitimacy of the rule, the eight 
women met on their own and de­
cided to appeal to the Advisory 
Committee on Discipline in or­
der to obtain an open hearing.
The hearings were conducted 
by the Associate Deans since 
there were not enough mem­
bers of the Student Judiciary 
Board available.
Stanley E. Plummer, director 
jf housing, submitted his resig­
nation to President John McCon­
nell last week.
Plummer said his main reason 
for leaving was a concern for the 
future of the Residence Office 
and his position as director. 
He said his suggested changes 
had not been rejected but “ I 
haven’t been given any as­
surances that they will take 
place.”
“ I, as a professional, have to 
see there is room to grow both' 
for me and my staff. I’m not 
the type to be satisfied with the 
status quo,” he said. He went 
on to explain that he would pre­
fer not to leave, but that the un­
certainty had forced him to make 
a decision.
Plummer described the Res­
idence Office as a “ good wor­
king team” and said the good 
communication with students and 
faculty, the Improvement of 
House Councils, and the building 
of Christensen made it “ pretty 
tough to leave.”
He explained that he has not 
yet signed a contract with ano­
ther school, “ I suppose in 
the hope that something might 
work out here.” Plummer said 
he had received an offer from 
another school and would pro­
bably have to make a decision 
the beginning of next week.
He said that he has not re­
ceived a written or verbal ac­
ceptance of his resignation by 
McConnell. “ I’d be happy at 
least to have an opportunity to 
discuss it before I have to make 
a commitment.”
Dean Hurley to leave UNH
In June, Dean of Women Ruth 
Hurley will leave UNH to obtain 
her Doctor of Jurisprudence de­
gree at Albany Law School. Af­
ter completion of this degree, she 
will undertake anti-poverty work. 
Her replacement will be chosen 
sometime this summer.
A marshal during the visit of 
the ‘Chicago 3’ to campus May 
5, Miss Hurley became will ac­
quainted with the showmaniship of 
these speakers, considering Da­
vid Dellinger “ one who speaks 
to his audiences in an effort to 
inform them,” while Jerry  Ru­
bin and Abble Hoffman are con­
cerned “ only with radicals” .
The Dean’s Office is defin­
itely “ youthful” according to 
Miss Hurley, and she is distur­
bed that many students have no 
contact with the deans other than 
for disciplinary reasons. She 
considers this part of the larger 
communications problem that ex­
ists within the University, exp­
laining that the “ total community, 
students, faculty and administra­
tors should be committed to a 
quality institution” and should 
“ go out and work for money 
for the University, demanding 
that the people of this state 
protect UNH from exploitation.”
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TSA students express concern over transfer policy 24—hour porietols denied
by Marcia Powers 
Staff Reporter
Students from the Thompson 
School of Applied Science have 
expressed concern over the Un­
iversity transfer policy from that 
school to the four-year Univer­
sity.
Frank Purvis, a graduate of 
the Ihompson School, Is curren­
tly taking courses at the Divis­
ion for Continuing Education in 
order to be accepted at the Uni­
versity four-year school next 
year.
Purvis calls for a revamping 
of the transfer policy to re­
accredit the Thompson School. 
The University “ ignores the ac­
creditation we deserve,’’ said 
Purvis. “ They’re afraid that 
if they give us half a break it 
will lower the accreditation of
the whole University.’’
Richard H. Bittner, director of 
the Thompson School of Applied 
Science, said he did not encou­
rage students to come to the 
Thomspon School with the objec­
tive of transferring to the four- 
year program.
“ The Thompson School is a 
technical school,’’ he said, “ and 
we have specific objectives for 
training people for immediate 
employment. This is only one 
objective of a four-year school. 
We tell students this is not a 
stepping stone into the Univer­
sity. We are not a prepara­
tory school. Our training ob­
jectives are entirely different.’’
Bittner said the students ap­
plying to Thompson School are 
told before they start what will 
happen if they want to transfer.
“ It’s possible that there could 
be one or two students who don’t 
know, but we make every attempt 
to tell them,’’ he asserted. He 
does not, however, stand in the 
way of those students who are 
motivated to transfer to the four- 
year University.
Mrs. Claire Wright explained 
the policy of the Liberal Arts 
College in accepting transfers 
from the Thompson School. “ The 
Thompson school is a special 
two-year program. Require­
ments for admittance to the 
Thompson School are not the 
same as those for the College 
of Liberal A rts.’’
The Thompson School does not 
require the applicant, she said, 
to have taken college prepara­
tory courses in hlgli school. Col­
lege boards need not be as high
Students who take incompletes may find trouble
Students who have chosen the 
option of Incomplete grades for 
this semester’s courses may 
have problems with draft clas­
sification and financial aids.
Ralph Gould, deputy director of 
N.H. Selective Service Headquar­
ters, said Wednesday that Uni­
versity students receiving in­
complete grades for their se­
mester’s work are in jeopardy 
of losing their student deferment 
when reclassified.
Gould said students failing to 
acquire the necessary credits to 
qualify for a student deferment 
would have to take the conse­
quences. “ They’ll be writing 
their own ticket,’’ he commented.
He said deferment decisions 
would be made on an individual 
basis by local boards. Accor­
ding to Gould, the State Head­
quarters would advise the local 
boards to follow the law. “ O- 
ther than the law we will re­
commend nothing to them,” he 
said. “We are simply enforcing 
laws which are handed down to
According to Gould, if a stud­
ent’s H-S deferment expires in 
July, for example, there will be 
a good chance he will be re­
classified 1-A unless he has 
sufficient credit. “ A student 
receiving a deferment now could 
well be affected,” he said. Stu­
dents accepting Incompletes in 
order to participate in strike 
activities will not be receiving 
any additional credit, which is 
necessary to renew a draft de­
ferment.
FINANCIAL AIDS 
Students hoping to receive fi­
nancial aid next year must fi­
nish presently incompleted cour­
ses in order to qualify. Jane 
B. Stearns, financial aids offi­
cer, said students with Incom­
pleted grades would not be de­
nied aid, but their applications 
would be deferred. “When the 
incomplete grades come through 
June 22 we will notify the stu­
dents that they must complete 
their courses before their re-
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quest for financial aid may be 
processed,” she said.
Miss Stearns explained that an 
incomplete grade is interpreted 
by the Financial Aids Office as 
an “ F .” Upperclassmen desir­
ing aid must have an accumu­
lative average of 2.0 and fresh­
men 1.8. “ Under the present 
policy we cannot process a stu­
dent’s financial aid if he does 
not make the grade requirement. 
But if he makes up the work 
over the summer there is no 
problem,” she said.
Miss Stearns said that once a 
student completes his work, his 
application will be processed 
quickly. “We are anxious to 
process them as soon as we have 
the completed grades,”  she said. 
“ But if you’re talking about a 
hundred people at once, I am not 
promising thatwe’ll work through 
them Immediately.”
to enter the Thompson School.
She explained that a student 
wishing to transfer from the 
Thompson School to L.A., must 
be “ re-admitted” to the Uni­
versity. Work in the Thomp­
son Scool is in no way related 
to that in the College of Liberal 
Arts and therefore, she noted, 
no credit is given to the student 
who transfers. The student is 
admitted as a freshman.
If a student maintains a 2.7 
cumulative average after two 
years in the Thompson School, 
or a 3.0 after one year, he may 
be admitted to the University as 
a freshman, she said. His time 
at the Thompson School “ makes 
up for his high school deficien­
cy.”
Bittner said he was not sym­
pathetic with transfers. “ If all 
the credits were transferable, 
there would be no need for the 
Thompson School. They may 
work harder here, but the phil­
osophy and objectives of the cour­
ses are quite different.”
“ Admission requirements are 
entirely up to the accepting in­
stitutions,” he said. “ If Lib­
eral Arts wants to accept our 
credits, they can. This is not 
our problem.”
Associate Dean Mathias C. Ri­
chards of the College of Life 
Sciences and Agriculture said 
that next year there will be 62 
students who have transferred 
from the Thompson School.
A student who attends the 
Thompson School for two years 
and maintains a 2.7 cumulative 
average may transfer to the Col­
lege of Life Sciences and Ag­
riculture with 36 credits. An 
individual who maintains a 3.0 
cumulative average after one 
year may transfer to the Ag­
ricultural College with 16 cre­
dits.
Richards said, “ We have at 
least ten students who got 2.4’s 
2.5’s and 2.6’s at Thompsons who
Dean’s Office proposes dorm autonomy
(continued from page 1) 
port.
It has not yet been decided 
how student rules and regula­
tions will be reviewed, according 
to Miss Newman, but both she and 
Stevens emphasized increased 
student Involvement.
“ I see the July/August report 
to the trustees as a progress 
report,” said Stevens. “We 
want to do a lot of work in the 
fall with House Councils and 
RHAC when there will be a bet­
ter representation of students, 
slate many have gone Home now."
Stevens said he wants his of­
fice. working with student 
government in residence halls, 
to be primarily responsible for 
implementation of the program. 
This way it would not always be 
necessary to go to Senate to 
change policies, according to Ste­
vens.
“ However,” he asserted, “ I 
don’t think we’ll be doing all the 
work. We’ll be here mainly in 
an advisory capacity.”
Miss Newman commented on a 
committee towards autonomy al­
ready formed in Hunter Hall. 
‘This committee will work
through the summer. They’re 
talking about maintenance in the 
building, too. It’s not just a 
social thing,” she said.
A sophomore Hunter resident 
said the dorm set up the com­
mittee because the residents did­
n’t want RHAC to have power 
over them in such matters as 
visitation hours and election of 
officers.
“ We want to do our own things, 
like fixing damages,” he con- 
tinned. “ UniversityHousingdbes 
it now, and often at a greater " ’ 
cost. We could do simple re­
pair Jobs ourselves, and pro-
are taking 12 credits in the 
Division for Continuing Educa­
tion. If they get a 2.5 in these 
courses, they are permitted to 
transfer in and get the same 
credit for the work down there.” 
( a total of 48 credits.)
Richards concurred with Bit­
tner’s statements that the 
Thompson School is not a step­
ping stone to the four-year Un­
iversity. “ It Is a terminal pro­
gram geared to the nature and 
background of the student in­
volved in it.”
“ The door should never be 
closed on anyone who is cap­
able of going on to further his 
education, where possible he 
should be given credit for the 
work done.” He explained that 
he tries to use ever.y criterion 
he can to help students trans­
fer.
Richards said it is not a mat­
ter of how he “ feels” about 
students who want to transfer 
and carry over all of their cre­
dits. “ It’s a matter of what 
will happen.” He explained that 
giving the students full credit 
for his courses at Thompson 
will mean an end to the school. 
“ The best way to destroy their 
education is to make it a part 
of the four-year sehool.”
Purvis feels the transfer po­
licy of the University is in­
adequate. Students entering the 
School of Life Sciences and Ag­
riculture from the Thompson 
School, for example, may trans­
fer 36 of their 68 credits. Pur­
vis refers to these as “ block 
credits.” “ They don’t put any 
names on the credits. The de­
partment decides what you have 
to take. You may have to take 
old courses all over again. The 
36 credits aren’t helping a bit. 
You’ve got the credits, but they 
don’t really do you any good.”
Credits should be itemized, 
says Purvis. Many of the cou­
rses an individual takes in the
bably for less money. Since 
we live here, we want to have 
more control over what happens 
here,” he said.
Commenting on recent move­
ments to liberate dorms, Miss 
Newman said there was confus­
ion about liberation, both with­
in the dorms and outside. “We’re 
not using the term ‘libera­
tion’,” she said, “ because it’s 
too hard to define.”
.“ AS JC, dean, 1 havS''td uphold 
ybguMtl6ftS,tharnbw (e)?lst,’’ she 
maintained,* “ t)Ut' as a person ' 
and a dean, I will work for the 
proposal."
The Board of Trustees voted 
last Saturday against a proposal 
which would have allowed resi­
dence halls to determine their 
own parietal hours.
The trustees’ decision over­
ruled that of the University Se­
nate which had previously pas­
sed the measure, and means the 
present policy will be retained.
The trustees asked Dean of 
Student Affairs Richard Stevens 
to investigate the possibilities of 
residence hall autonomy and to 
talk with students, faculty, pa­
rents, and alumni about the pro­
posed changes.
This report will be submitted 
at the Board meeting at the end 
of July. President John W. Mc­
Connell said there will be every 
effort made to have student re­
presentation at the July meeting. 
He added, “ it may be that the 
final decision will not be made 
at that time but simply a pre­
liminary report.’
McConnell admitted the cam­
pus activities during the previous 
two weeks had put pressure on 
the trustees’ decision. “ The 
trustees are not panicking in any 
sense of the word, but trying to 
be realistic about what they have 
to contend with, both from the 
point of view of outside pres­
sures as well as the desires 
of people on campus.”
William Knee, president of the 
Residence Hall Advisory Coun­
cil, was critical of the trus­
tees’ decision, which he des­
cribed as “ two-faced.” He ex­
plained, “ in words they recog­
nized the students as being res­
ponsible but in their decision they 
considered us as still boys and 
girls.”
Knee said he intends to continue 
working for dorm autonomy in 
parietal hours “ as far as pos­
sible in any way I can.”
Thompson School could be used, 
he says, to fill requirements 
in the department to which the 
individual is transferring. “ The 
departments are too heavy on 
the students. The Liberal Arts 
College exemplifies this.” 
Purvis says the Thompson 
School is no longer a “ terminal 
school.” He cannot see why 
“ we can’t revamp the old ter­
minal school Into a progressive 
school with a new transfer po­
licy.” He explained that there 
are 17 students enrolled in the 
Division for Continuing Education 
trying to build up their cumu­
lative averages to enter the four- 
year University. “ There’s a 
definite percentage of students 
(from Thompson School) who plan 
to go on to school If that’s 
the way it is, why don’t they 
have a better transfer program?” 
Many of Purvis’ courses in 
the Thompson School were taught 
by four-year college professors.
“We use some of the same tea­
chers, so the quality is the same. 
They just don’t want to admit our 
courses are good.”
Purvis entered the Thompson 
School before Bittner was di­
rector of the school. He was 
not told of the transfer policy 
at that time. “ I couldn’t af­
ford to go to a four-year school 
so I applied'to Thompson. I 
didn’t even apply to the Univer­
sity. I thought Thompson School 
was part of the University.”
He believes that Richards is 
trying to be fair, but says, “ I’m 
afraid his idea of fairness does­
n’t go far enough.”
Purvis does not accept Bit­
tner’s and Richard’s contention 
that there could be no need for 
the Thompson School if the trans­
fer policy were eased. “ I think 
that’s a fallacy. A better tran­
sfer policy would give more in­
centive for students to go on.”
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Paul Arts expanding to accommodate student needs Caucus fails to make quorum
by Jackie Bergeron
An estimated $669,574 Is ex­
pected to be spent on Paul Arts 
construction, which will Include 
air conditioning and new class­
rooms.
The present shape of the Art 
wing allows for classrooms on 
one side of the hall and storage 
and office spaces on the other. 
Originally the addition was to 
follow this architectural pattern, 
but because of a fault in the 
land the module had to be chan­
ged.
Melvin Zabarsky, chairman of 
the Art Department, explained, 
“ to simplyextend the building po­
sed many problems, for we are 
trying to get away from the fixed 
studio size Which limits the num­
ber of students in a course. 
We took the module and turned 
it around so there will be no 
corridors and thus allow for more 
space and larger studios” .
Along with the construction of 
the new classrooms, the present 
format of the Art Department is 
being reconstructed. Zabarsky 
pointed out there is a lot more 
going on within the department 
that is not visible, but will make 
a difference to students in fol­
lowing years.
“ Externally these three new 
classrooms do not seem to add 
much more room, but internally 
a lot more stuff will have el­
bow room although it wlB be 
like musical chairs to fit every­
thing in,” he said.
An example of Zabarsky’s mu­
sical chairs has already begun 
with the transfer of the scul­
pture studios to a vacant chic­
ken coup across the street from 
the art building. Arthur Bal- 
deracchi, assistant professor of 
the arts, commented that the or­
iginal chicken coups are 40 to 
50 years old, whereas his “ Scul­
pture Annex” is in a newer buil­
ding.
Spencer Bennett, Baldera- 
cchl’s right-hand man, added 
“ we call this place Anti-Paul 
Arts --  everything here is func­
tional. No birch cabinets, no 
tile floorworks. We can do 
anything we want with the buil­
ding. Officially it’s called the 
Sculpture Annex. We’re really 
pleased with the building and the 
administration in giving us what 
we need.”
With the sculpture gone from 
the first floor of Paul Arts, the 
ceramics department wille}q>and 
by taking over the vacated rooms. 
The wall between the drafting 
room and the graphics studios 
will be torn down as part of the 
internal shifting, and a huge gra­
phics studio will result.
“ Next year our graphics stu­
dio will double in size and be 
second to none. A first-rate 
teacher will come to us and we
will have a first-grade etching 
set up. The difference for stu­
dents will be very great,”  ex­
plained Zabarsky.
The drafting room will be in 
the new addition as well as a 
room that will house the Art 
Education Department.
The second floor addition calls 
for a seminar room, a repro­
ductions room and the headquar­
ters for the Art History Depart­
ment.
The seminar room will have 
built-in cabinets as well as a 
shelf-like structure protruding 
from the walls. This shelf will 
serve as a table for students to 
study prints or take exams on. 
“ This room will be very flexi­
ble as a class or as a study 
area where art students will be 
able to work in a relaxed at­
mosphere,” Zabarsky stressed.
As in the other new rooms, 
the seminar room will be equip­
ped with black-out curtains, used 
when films are shown. TTiree 
walls will be made of tackboard 
while the fourth will be a plasti- 
wall on which slides and films 
can be shown. The desks a- 
long the walls will be slanted and 
have a groove in them for pa­
pers, prints, etc. “ These are 
such simple and yet necessary 
things which nobody has thought 
of before,”  Zabarsky pointed out.
“ Presently we have no class­
room ^ a ce  or office area for
Citizens Day turnout light
by Kathy Novak 
Staff Reporter
Last Saturday was Citizens 
Day at the University. Citizens 
of the state were invited to the 
campus to talk with students and 
faculty in an attempt to open 
lines of communications between 
theUniversity and the community.
The governor came, and seven 
state legislators and two trus­
tees, and 250 citizens. But 
there are 700,000 people in New 
Hampshire, over 400 legislators, 
and 24 trustees, all of whom 
were invited. David Lawson, 
a graduate student in the psy­
chology department and organi­
zer of Citizens’ Day, and those 
who worked on it were somewhat 
disappointed at the outcome.
Lawson said he thought the day 
had been valuable for the people 
who did attend.
“ Many of them came in very 
misinformed,” he said. “ I think 
some of them were expecting to 
find the campus in flames.” He 
said he thought the mere sight 
of the orderly, normal campus 
reassured them.
“ They had a chance to get 
Into a rational discussion with 
students, professors, and citi­
zens from around the state,”  
Lawson said. “ If they didn’t 
get their minds changed they at 
least heard the other side of the 
question.”
Throughout the day, discussion 
groups on open topics took place 
in several rooms in the Social 
Science Center. The mood was 
very calm, with disagreements 
expressed quietly, not angrily. 
No one shouted, no one interrup­
ted.
Groups discussed the campus 
issues of the visit of the “ Chi­
cago 3” and the strike. They 
also discussed such Issues as 
the Asian war, the state of the 
economy, and student unrest a- 
round the country.
Governor Peterson dropped in, 
and talked to about 30 people 
in the graduate lounge in S ^ .  
He answered several questions 
asked by those present.
In reference to the deaths at 
Kent State, Peterson said, “ That 
sort of thing could not happen 
at UNH, or anywhere in N.H,” 
He said the N.H. National Guard 
is never called in unilaterally;
it is the last body to be called 
in, and it is never called in with 
live ammunition.
Peterson stated he believes 
Nixon’s decision to move troops 
into Cambodia was correct. He 
also said he believes Nixon is 
trying to re-establish communi­
cation with the academic com­
munity.
Asked if he was in favor of the 
Hatfield-McGovern amendment, 
(which would halt funding of the 
war in Indo-Chlna) Peterson said 
he was not familiar with it, but 
generally was not in favor of 
putting too many curbs on the 
President.
Peterson said his reaction to 
Citizens’ Day was “ distinctly 
fevorable, I think the students 
and faculty are to be congrat­
ulated for this aspect of their 
activity.”
Lawson said a similar program 
might be organized for next fall, 
although he admits there is a 
problem attracting people to the 
campus. “We sent out many per­
sonal invitations, put out 15,000 
leaflets, and had it announced on 
radio stations all over the state,” 
Lawson said. “ The responsBwa* 
not overwhelming.”
Conta
lenses are made 
o f modern pla: 
tics which have 
tirely different charac­
teristics than the tissues 
and fluids of the eye. Conse­
quently your eye cannot handle 
this foreign object without heip.
So, in order to correct for 
Mother Nature’s lack of foresight, 
you have to use lens solutions to 
make your contacts and your eyes 
compatible.
There was a time when you 
needed two or more separate
solutions to 
properly mod­
ify and care 
for your con­
tacts, making 
IF them ready for 
*" your eyes. But now 
there's Lensine from 




Lensine is the one solution 
for complete contact lens care. 
Just a drop or two of Lensine coats 
and lubricates your lens. This al­
lows the lens to float more freely 
in the natural fluids of your eye. 
Why? Because Lensine is an “ iso­
tonic” solution, very much like 
your own tears. Lensine is. com­
patible with the eye.
Cleaning your contacts with 
Lensine retards the build-up of 
foreign deposits on the lenses.
And soaking your contacts in 
Lensine between wearing periods 
assures you o f proper lens hy­
giene. You get a free soaking-stor- 
age case with individual lens com­
partments on the bottom of every 
bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated that 
improper storage between wear- 
ings permits the growth of bac­
teria on the lenses. This is a sure 
cause of eye irritation and, in 
some cases, can endanger your 
vision. Bacteria cannot grow in 
Lensine because it's sterile, self- 
sanitizing, and antiseptic.
Let caring for your 
contacts be as conven­
ient as wearing them. 
Get some Lensine. . .  
Mother's little helper.
i i P i i i i
Mother Nature 
never planned on 
oontact 
lenses
the Art Education Department 
and the Art History Department,” 
he continued. “We will be ta­
king care of what hasn’t been 
taken care of before — mainly, 
a center for these two depart­
ments.”
Total space is the plan for the 
third floor addition. It will be 
a drawing studio, approximately 
34 feet by ,36 feet, that will be 
able to handle two classes at 
the same time. The special 
feature of this room will be a 
floating balcony that will extend 
above half the floor area.
“ This will give a new dimen­
sion to drawing,” asserted Za­
barsky. “ The balcony will also 
be a place for advancedstudents 
to work by themselves. There 
will be four or five units for in­
dependent work. * At present, 
we don’t have any room for 
these students.
“We are trying to wring ev­
erything out of this little module 
that we possibly can. For more 
teaching space we are slowly 
beginning the doubling of people’s 
offices.”
Zabarsky also revealed that the 
cost of the module is consider­
ably less than what was origin­
ally estimated. The extra money 
will be used to do other work, 
such as tearing down the wall on 
the first floor and changing a 
downstairs office into an acid 
room for the graphics students.
With the construction of the new 
classrooms Zabarsky explained 
that “ it will definitely be easier 
to get a course next year, but 
we probably won’t get ahead. 
We are taking the pressure off 
some areas but there will still 
be pressure on others. It will 
be better and there is no ques­
tion as far as I can see for get­
ting into beginning levels.”
Unfortunately this optimistic 
outlook does not hold true for 
ceramics and the higher level 
courses. To help take the bite 
off, 28 to 30 new sections of 
400 level studio courses will be 
added next year. An entirely new 
course, 3-D Design, will be in­
troduced and additional sections 
and levels of photography and 
(Continued on page 6)
The Student Caucus failed to 
reach a quorum on Wednesday 
when it met to vote on the bud­
gets of the six student organiza­
tions which receive student act­
ivity tax.
According to William Mc­
Laughlin, Caucus chairman, nine 
students turned up for the mee­
ting. Seventeen students must be 
present to .form a quorum. Mc­
Laughlin said another meeting 
has been scheduled for today.
The new budgets of the student 
organizations officially started 
May 1, but according to Dudley 
Killam, business manager of As­
sociated Student Organizations, 
they have continued to operate 
mainly on their old budgets. Kil­
lam said that he has made arran­
gements with Herbert Kimball, 
UNH business manager, for the 
organizations to pay for “ nor­
mal”  operating expenses out of 
their new budgets as a tempor­
ary measure until the budgets 
are approved by the Caucus and 
the Board of Trustees.
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You own the sun
Child of Aquarius. Sun worshiper... 
Coppertone takes you back to nature with a 
deeper, darker, richerltan.. .faster.
And there's a Coppertone tan that's just 
naturally right for you. Eleven fabu ous 
blends. Make Coppertone a part of 
your bag... beach 
bag, that is.
Products of Plough, fnc
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Sweet dedication
Paul Sweet started running in Battle Creek, 
Michigan in 1900 and he hasn’t stopped 
since.
Today he has white hair and he’s a lit­
tle hard of hearing. He looks more like 
an old priest than a track coach, but then 
there’s something religious about a guy 
who’d spend 69 years running on cinder 
tracks and wooden ovals because he liked 
it.
But, tomorrow Sweet finally reaches the 
finish line.
After 46 years as head track coach at 
UNH he will retire, closing a career in 
•which he led Wildcat teams to 15 cham­
pionships in track and cross country.
And Paul Sweet will be missed, not be­
cause of championships and first place me­
dals, but because of his dedication to the 
University.
“ Coaching is a 24-hour-a-day proposi­
tion,’’ says Sweet. “ You live it. You 
don’t leave it in the office. If you coach 
the way you expect your men to run, you 
have to care. You have to give a damn.’’
And Paul Sweet has always given a damn. 
Since 1924 he has spent all his time de­
veloping UNH students as athletes and as 
human beings.
That kind of dedication transcends the 
record books and locker rooms. It’s the 
kind of dedication that ni'^es you want to 
keep reaching for the goal when your lungs 
are bursting. It makes you want to care.
Paul Sweet once said his idea of the 1- 
deal university was “ one completely sur­
rounded by a track.’’
Our idea of the ideal university is one 
completely surrounded by men like Paul 
Sweet.
Requiem to a revolution
The chants of "Strike,Strike, Strike"are gone.
They have been replaced by the thumping of a mimeo­
graph machine turning, turning, turning. The spon­
taneity of people facing people has died. The move­
ment has become an organization, two doors down 
the corridor, to your left.
It has been a year of issues, never people. Every­
one has been defined according to the issues. (A dove 
or a hawk, a black or a white, a pig or a brother).
We have ceased to be individuals. Each has a role to 
play. We have institutionalized the revolution.
Three weeks ago we were brought together by 
the issues. We came together against an amoral war, 
against the senseless murder of four brothers and 
sisters at Kent State, against the systematic exter­
mination of American blacks, against pur own re­
pression by the trustees of the University.
The issues still exist. But now those issues, 
which first brought us together, have divided us.
We are divided because we stopped treating each 
other as individuals. When our ideas conflicted we 
stopped understanding each other. The issues 
numbed our feelings. We became paranoid because 
we did not understand, and in our fear we turned 
against each other and built barricades with our para­
noia. Now we stand behind them, armed with our 
issues and rhetoric. We are afraid of feeling.
The issues still exist. There is still the war, and it 
is expanding. There are two more students dead at 
Jackson State. The blacks are still .being murdered.
And the trustees still decide how we live.
But the people do not exist. One hundred fifty  
committed radicals have becom e 2 5  co m m itted  rad­
icals. Four thousand candle bearing mourners have 
become 10 black-arm-banded coeds. The vast unaf­
fected majority has slipped home for the summer. In 
September, they will slip back, still silent and still un­
affected.
The summer sun bleaches chalk drawn slogans 
from the concrete sidewalks. Across the MUB lawn 
the clenched fist flag hangs from a lamp post, tatter­
ed by last night's wind. Below, a girl, silent and eyes 
closed, sunbathes beside the stone memorial to four 
slain students.
Summer has come. The clenched fist is thumbing 
its way to the beach.
by Michael Painchaud
Lindsay answers her critics
Dear “ Name Withheld By Re­
quest’’:
I see you didn’t have the nerve 
to sign your name.
1) You really should have 
given the name of your dorm 
(mine is McLaughlin Hall), be­
cause according to my house­
mother, There Is No Campus 
Mail This Semester, and the way 
to mail a letter by campus mail 
is to take it to the package door 
in Stillings Hall. Do you live 
in Stillings?
The letter of March 20 is still 
in the appointed place in my dorm, 
along with two new ones. The 
RA on d.uty at the moment has 
sworn she will now put up a sign.
2) a) You say: “ In some 
dorms there are additional rules 
set up to protect the rights and 
privileges, of the residents. If
these are violated, House Council 
sits in judgement, not the Stu­
dent Judiciary Board.’’ Fine, if 
the violator is a resident of the 
dorm. What if the guest is the 
violator? You say the host is 
responsible for the guest’s ac­
tions. What if it’s one of those 
cases — which do happen with 
some frequency — in which 
someone signs in under the name 
of someone who is out and who 
knows nothing about it? You say 
that violations of these “ addition­
al rules’’ (other than sign-in, 
sign-out and hours) are judged 
only by House Council - -  then 
only the resident is pubished, for 
violations by either him or the 
guest; the guest is not liable. 
Doesn’t it seem odd that the 
“ rules set uptoprotect the rights 
and privileges of the residents’’ 
punish only the resident, not the 
violator? How can House Coun-
the new hampshire
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The young walk for peace. The old walk peacefully. But they never get together. They don't seem to 
notice each other and they'll walk a long time before they find that peace lies somewhere between them.
_____ _____________________________________________________ Photo by Wallner
Alumnus responds  from Vietnam
To the Editor:
I am drastically sorry that 
this letter is not typed as re­
quested but it seems in this 
area of 'Vietnam we lack cer­
tain commodities. I hope you 
will publish this letter from a 
nonconformist to the rest of the 
country at this time.
I read THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
for the first time in three years 
tonight. I graduated from UNH 
in '67 at which time I was nei­
ther a square (pardon the ob­
solete term) nor a radical (Hoff­
man or whatever his name is). 
It has shocked me to read a- 
bout the campus I used to know 
and love, that has turned into 
an apathetic group of students 
that seemed to care so much 
about expressing themselves that 
they have forgotten what it is they 
are expressing!
No one likes war, especially 
those in Vietnam. I hate it yet 
I am here. Am I a fool? A 
war monger? A pig? What 
the hell am I along with thou­
sands of others!
You idiots mourn for four stu­
dents dying for defying a lawful 
order by the National Guard and 
Police (pigs as you know them) 
and yet does anyone mourn any 
of my friends and respect what 
they die for? Wonderful little 
phrases like “ Ho Ho Chi Minh’’ 
the SOB that lives 500 miles 
from my room and “ Down with 
capitalism’’ are a little too close 
to what we are all fighting for 
here — to stop Communism!
I see death all around me and 
yet what is worse I see con­
fusion in the faces of my com­
rades who coming into a hootch 
read “ School papers” like this
one! You are the enemy at home 
— you are helping my friends 
die around me everytime you 
scream “ NFL” and (“ get out of
----- ). How stupid can you get?
The area here is filled with 
NVA propaganda quoting our riots 
at home and howing my wonder­
ful school mates parading around 
carrying the very flag I hate — 
the flag that kills my friends! 
Gentlemen you are the enemy, 
you are the fools --  and if I 
get home and visit my old school 
and happen to see a VC flag or 
a sign leaning toward those bas­
tards in the north about twenty 
one miles from my door I will 
do something that he perhaps will 
not favor!
Y o u r  fellow Wildcat.
George V. Donatello 
CPT US Army 
UNH ‘67
Nine  suggest ions  for students listed
cil pubish someone who is not a 
dorm resident? The only thing to 
do in such cases is to send the 
non-resident violator to SJB. The 
housemother of Lord Hall says 
that in all “ Incidents” , an “ in­
cident report” is sent to the Dean 
which names both the resident and 
guest Involved.
Regardless of these lovely 
rules, in actual practice I can 
put you into contact with a girl 
who knows of several cases in 
which the guest (girl) was pun­
ished and the host (boy) was not, 
when the boy was at least e- 
qually at fault; and these cases 
were treated in direct opposition 
to the methods specified in the 
rules of that dorm (which state 
that the boy is equally respon­
sible for his guests’ actions).
In future, check your facts.
Signed and Acknowledged by 
Tamar Lindsay
Vicki AngU, Jackie Bogeion, Venie Cioaiei, Gtetchen Eck 
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To the Editor,
It’s that time to think about 
shutting down your presses un- 
next year. Perhaps a-closing- 
'.'i'-ftifette this .yeh'r could ask 1411 
returning stude.its to spend a 
small part of the summer in 
reflecting upon their private 
goals and public image. No-v may 
I cautiously suggest that stu­
dents bear the following in mind?
1) You are enrolled under a 
system which, while not perfect 
in every detail, has neverthe­
less prepared several genera­
tions of New Hampshire men and 
women to think and to act as 
educated and reasonably happy 
people.
2) You were not dragged kick­
ing and screaming against your 
will to register, and were aware ‘ 
that specific rules of conduct 
and standards of educational at­
tainment were in effect and ap­
plicable to you several!/
3) You are all guests of the 
tax payers of the state who pay 
ri7ost of your cost in a gamble of 
making you responsible and pro- 
daiitlve citizens. At the same 
time you are the surrogate hopes 
of your parents, who in many 
instances scrimped and saved and 
denied themselves to help pre­
pare you for what they knew would 
be a life of considerable chal­
lenge and competition that de­
manded better than grade school 
preparation.
4) Even a lax college gov­
erning authority cannot Indulge 
your erratic whimseys without 
creating an educational and ad­
ministrative chaos that makes 
present day campus disobedien­
ces and disruptions quite tame 
by comparison.
5) When you pay all the ex­
penses of your college sojourn 
or when the college budget no 
longer requires public financial 
support, then it may be about 
time for you to deserve the 
rare  privilege of being disrup­
tive and destructive at the risk 
of probation or even severance. 
Until then, it may be prudent for 
you to refrain from presenting 
non-negotiable demands or of 
petulance with fire and stones.
6) If, as a consequence of 
conviction based upon real ex­
perience and studious research 




I think you misquoted me 
in reporting on the speech I 
made at the Seacoast Citi­
zen’s foi- Peace Rally. My 
husband and my son are both 
very much anti-war. However 
I have great empathy for those 
of us (editorially speaking) 
who are caught between con­
flicting ideologies, including 
mothers who have divided fa­
milies on the war issue.
Thank you very much.
Maggie Bruce
part of the college system in 
conformity with your personai 
views, do it from an appointed 
or elected position with auth­
ority of law and honor and pub­
lic trust. Apparently, some of 
you lust cannot wait until yon 
are of legal age, let alone the 
age of financial responsibility, 
of wisdom and of objectivity.
7) Depending upon definitions, 
there seems enough filth to abhor 
it. Student drives and one-day 
declarations against environ- 
mentai pollution reveal a dawn­
ing awareness that prefers not to 
inherit a physical problem. How 
can this same generation agree 
to inherit a physical problem. 
How can this same generation 
agree to violate its campus with 
the obscene social degenerates 
who openly demand not the lin­
gering pollution of, but in fact, 
the Immediate destruction of our 
educational system entirely? We 
oldsters enjoy our fun and games 
and secretly envy your oppor­
tunities and freedoms (which we 
never had). But make no mis­
take: we are proud of what we 
prepared for you. When we see 
it threatened - and above all when 
we see you threatened - we
contemplate drastic actions.
8) This state has many places 
available for private purchase
“ahd^pSection of a new university, 
’fhi's 'univferslfy’“'wOul'd function 
under the revolutionary admlnis- 
traiivp and oducaiional programs 
advocated by those who would 
seize and break down our pre­
sent system. Next time the mi­
litants harangue to win your sup­
port, why not suggest that they 
go to the New University?
9) Finally, please resolve 
never to quit learning, the better 
to question, to dissent and to 
improve. It is the proper part 
of your education to be con­
fronted by some examples of 
the sorry mutants who have re­
jected, beckuse they are in­
capable of adjusting to, the or­
der of our society and of your 
college and who, standing in vio­
lation of that order seek dest­
ruction of the society and of the 
college. We don’t hold you guil­
ty by association in these con­
frontations, but we do tend to 







Editorials and cartoons are 
the responsibility of the edi­
tor-in-chief. Columns and 
letters to the editor are the 
opinions of the authors. No 
columns or letters speak for 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and 
should not be construed as ed­
itorials. THE NEW HAMP­
SHIRE editorials represent 
the (pinions of the paper as 
a student newspaper which 
maintains no unnecessary 
bonds with the University ad­
ministration. THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE is published, 
edited, written and produced 
by students for the academic 
community. THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE is not aligned 
with any extraneous student 
groups and does not neces­
sarily represent any opinion 
other than its own. Dissen­
ting opinion from the com­
munity is welcome through 
letters to the editor or per­
sonal confrontations with the 
editor-in-chief.
Letters to the Editor, should 
be addressed to: THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE, MUB 120, They 
should be typed, limited to 500 
words, and must be signed. 
The editors reserve the right 
to withhold publication.
N
TH f NIW 
HAMPSHIRE 
M AGAZINE
The New Hampshire ma­
gazine is not coming this sum­
mer. It will be here in Sep­
tember. Because of printing 
difficulty at this late date, 
the magazine cannot be put 
out. Deadline extensions for 
expected manuscripts held up 
the printing date. The stu­
dent strike required full time 
coverage by the entire staff 
of the papeK
All manuscripts can be re­
turned, if necessary, how­
ever any and all pieces will 
be considered for next fall . 
The editors wish to thank all 
those artists for their con­
tributions and would encou­
rage all students to submit 
work early in September.
The editors apologize for 
the delay.
Coffeehouse m anage r  thanks all for help
To the Editor,
As manager of the Aquarius 
Coffeehouse for the past year, I 
would like to take this oppor­
tunity to thank the people who 
helped to get it together. Pres­
ident McConnell, for helping to 
find us a home; Jon Hyde, Pat 
Rule, Dave LaPlante, and every­
one else who laid the founda­
tion last year; the Memorial 
Union Student Organization, 
Wayne Justham, Ric 'Veno, Sha­
ron Fitzgerald; The Society of 
Friends in Dover; Herb Kim­
ball, for financial advice; Mr. 
Leaver and the Service Dept.; 
the U.N.H. Security Dept., and 
especially Guy Maumet; I would 
also like to thank Mike Barker 
for helping to keep my head to­
gether; thanks tojan, Suki, Diane, 
Cathy, Chonnie, Beebe, Brian, 
Sue, Marge, Barbara, Bill, Joel, 
and Dana. Thanks to Josh Schur- 
man, who arranged the bookings. 
Thanks to Bill, Randa, Dave, 
Mike, Ed, Kirk, Rob, and all the 
performers who gave Aquarius 
a soul. Thanks to WUNH and 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE. Thanks 
also to the Keg Room, for moral 
coffeehouse managing. I also 
thank our patrons, all 4000 of 
them over these past two semes­
ters, whose support kept us a- 
llve. A very special thank you 
to Mark Wefers, whose outstan­
ding performance at the Aquar­
ius helped to set the pace.
Changing the subject rather 
drastically, I am disturbed by 
some of the things I have seen 
in the past few weeks. This is 
a very beautiful campus. It 
helps to give the Communiver-
sity a good image when parents 
and legislators visit on week­
ends, but it also ’:eeps the stu­
dents from going stir crazy. I 
would like to know why fists were 
painted on Hood house and side­
walks everywhere. I would like 
to know why all kinds of pos­
ters have been left up when 
the events are Over and done. 
I don’t think it is necessary to 
chalk “ Strike” all over side­
walks and buildings, and I don’t 
like “ revolution” on the T-Hall 
arch. I don’t like all the shit 
accumulating all over the place. 
Much of it doesn’t exactly add 
to the scenery. And if it does­
n’t add to the scenery, it pol­
lutes it.
I went to Concord for the Peace 
March last April, and I was there 
last Friday. I was pissed when 
SDS began chanting “ Ho-Ho-Ho 
Chi Minh, the NFL is gonna 
win!” This was stupid, in .mj' 
opinion. The spectators on the 
sidewalks characterized the 
whole march by those slogans, 
i may believe that a military 
victory is Impossible in Indo­
china, but I’m not rooting for the 
NLF per se. I want all U.S. 
imperialism stopped, but shout­
ing slogans and singing songs 
won’t do it, especially if they 
are “ Communist’ inspired.” On 
the next march, please separ­
ate yourselves from those of us 
who do not wish to be iden­
tified with your slogans.
In Concord on Friday there 
were several students from New 
England College, who joined us 
in support of Mark'Wefors, out­
side the Federal Building. Two 
of them tried to get the crowd
to join them in blocking door­
ways, arguing that if we couldn’t 
get in, no one could. These 
two cats had nothing to lose, 
whereas we had everything to 
lose. I would ask these people 
to support us, but not to under­
mine us. Also, SDS and FLF 
began shouting and pushing when 
people were being allowed in 
after the bomb scare. “ Let 
the people in. We’re guilty. 
We should be on trial.” Bull­
shit. Mark’s name is on the 
injunction. We may feel just 
as responsible as he, but the 
court can’t hold 3000 defendants, 
Mark is our elected representa­
tive, and he is the one who must 
face the charges. Why try to force 
your way into the building? Why 
get the cops and federal mar­
shalls up tight? Why try to 
upset the trial because you claim 
that all courts are unfair? If 
you can prove that Mark is not 
getting a fair trial, bring it to 
the people. I’m sick and tired 
of being stereol/p.id by your 
radical actions. Just advocate 
force, but not violence. If you 
W 'ln t  to use physical force, ple.nse 
separate yourselves from the 
majority of us (I hope) who seek 
peace through peaceful means. 
At a time when we should be 
getting together, I fear that there 
will be a wider split due to a 
difference in tactics. I hope 
that everyone can overcome this 
difference, and begin to work 
together. It is obvious from the 
actions of the cops in Concord 
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U.S. Federal Judge Hugh Bownes
by Michael Comendul 
Contributing Editor
The audience of about 130 persons, perhaps assuming Judge 
Hugh Bownes would enter the federal court from the rear-center 
doors, as if he were the father of the bride, arose when Mark Wa­
fers, student government president, and his attorney, William P. 
Shea, arrived.
Wafers was to appear at the hearing to “ show cause” why he 
should not be charged with contempt of court for violating two fe­
deral court orders on Tuesday, May 5, concerning the speaking 
time for the “ Chicago Three.”
The courtroom filled quietly and easily with none of the expec­
ted crowding and shoving for the few available seats. The opera­
tion was smoothed over by the State Police, who had been instal­
led in every corridor and outside every John in the Federal Buil­
ding in Concord,
Shortly after 10 a.m. a wrinkled courtroom attendant with white 
hair, seeming to be in charge of seating arrangements, giving most 
of the orders, but possessing all the authority of a popcorn vender 
at Fenway Park, hailed in the judge, screaming, “ God save Amer­
ica.” Probably a retired chief-petty officer from a naval des­
troyer. First Indication that Wefers’ defense was going to be an 
uphill fight.
U.S. Federal District Judge Hugh Bownes entered the court­
room looking sterile and already bored. He retained the mood 
of seeming unconcern for the entire ten hours of testimony.
U.S. District Attorney David Brock first called Fred Hall, chair­
man of the Board of Trustees, to testify for the prosecution. As 
with most other witnesses for the prosecution. Shea, during cross- 
examination, proved them to be more valuable to the defense than 
to the government.
At a critical but informal meeting in the Field House Tuesday 
afternoon, May 5, was Hall called in as a concerned citizen of the 
state or as a trustee for the University? Shea’s question was, in 
what capacity did Mr. Hall act at that meeting?
Shortly after that meeting. President John W. McConnell made 
a statement to the press that the “ Chicago Three”  would be al­
lowed to speak at 7:30. Was this announcement a consensus of 
all those present at that informal meeting, Mr. Hall?
It was Hall’s opinion; McConnell’s opinion; N.H. Attorney Gen­
eral Rudman’s opinion; Attorney for the Trustees Joseph Milllmet’s 
upiaioa; ana Governor Walter Peterson’s opinion — also a trus­
tee.
Shea concluded it was probably Wefers’ opinion also.
The decision to let the Three speak was made in the light of 
a potentially violent situation. But, for whatever the reason, the 
decision was made by those trustees present at the Field House, 
or those consulted, as well as certain state officials,
McConnell testified the decision to allow the speakers to go on 
at 7:30 was his own opinion, and he was advised by no one at that 
four o’clock meeting. In his press release he said he had two 
courses of action: to deny the use of the University facilities to 
the Three; or to take no action and prefer charges against Wefers.
McConnell, by making that press statement, said Shea, condoned 
the three speakers and by so doing he violated the court order.
At this 4:00 meeting it was apparent, according to testimony, 
that there was serious debate as to the exact interpretation of the 
original court order. Attorney Mllllmet petitioned for a court 
clarification during the course of that meeting.
Several things were becoming increasingly clear as Brock con­
tinued the government’s case. One was he did not know exactly 
what he was doing. His case against Wefes rested in his ability 
to chase a shadow called “ state of mind” and prove Wefers had a 
contemptuous one.
Secondly it was cle*r that Wefers was being prosecuted in con­
tempt of an order issued against the trustees. The original court 
order made no demands on Wefers or on the “ Chicago Three.” 
A discrepancy as to its exact meaning was seen eventually by all 
principals. Even the court, when it learned of the situation, saw 
the debatable point of the order and thus issued a second one.
The second supplemental order was served at 6:59 p.m. to We­
fers on Tuesday , May 5. It was also served to McConnell at 6:55 
that same evening. Both were ordered to comply with the court’s 
ruling, yet only Wefers was being prosecuted last Friday morning. 
Shea remarked in his opening statement, “ If there is onus on one, 
there is onus on two.”
McConnell received the supplemental order after making the 
press ^statement. To take no action at that time to stop the “ Chi­
cago Three” would have been in violation of the second court or­
der, unless the trustees allowed the presentation to begin at 7:30.
And finally, it seemed clear that if McConnell could not stop 
the Three from speaking at 7:30 with the power of the state At­
torney general’s office and the governor’s office at his disposal, 
then it is unlikely that Wefers could stop the activity that night.
The United States
vs. Mark Wefers
District Attorney Brock, with clean razor edged hair, was ob­
noxiously good-humored throughout the day. He smiled the length 
of the trial and looked more the part of an “ em-cee” on a weekday 
afternoon quiz program . The courtroom audience still had no 
idea where his proof of Wefers’ guilt lay.
The different interpretations of the court’s original order were 
the result of two different lawyers with different attitudes. At­
torney for the trustees Joseph Millimet was called to testify. One 
of the most informed men in the New Hampshire legal profession, 
he admits the only newspaper he reads are the Manchester Union 
Leader and the Concord Monitor.
Millimet, when he received the court order at approximately 
11:30 a.m. Tuesday, May 5, interpreted it to mean the “ Chicago 
Three” could speak only between the hours of 3:30 and 6:30 , un­
less the Trustees otherwise specified.
Attorney John Shortlidge, defense counsel for Wefers at his first 
courtroom appearance May 5, was of the opinion the order was di­
rected against the trustees. The order gave no demands after the 
6:30 time limit, said Shortlidge. Shortlidge gave his interpretation 
of the order to Wefers after the hearing on May 5. Wefers was 
acting under the advice of his counsel from noon until 6:59, when 
he received the second supplemental order.
The 3:30 to 6:30 time limits were set by the court against Mil­
llmet’s word that the Three could be in Durham by 3:30. This in­
formation was given to him by his associate Steven Spielman, a 
civil liberties lawyer in the firm Divine, Millimet, McDonough, 
Stahl and Brand..
Brock’s case began to take shape. He was still smiling. If ft 
could be proven that the “ Chicago Three” were on campus and 
prepared to speak, yet deliberately kept away by Wefers and his 
associates, this would constitute, in Brock’s mind, willful con­
tempt of the court order.
Spielman’s means of getting the Three to campus early that 
Tuesday were unethical to say the most. His approaching Wefers 
by phone before the Tuesday, May 5, hearing constituted an un­
ethical involvement in the case. Spielman testified he knew Wefers 
was represented by counsel.
Spielman telephoned the student government office and told a 
representative there that he had been in contact with the three 
speakers and could possibly get them here earlier on Tuesday.
William P. Shea, defense attorney for Mark Wefers
Wefers’ only contact with the three had been a telegram received 
Monday stating that the three could not be on campus before 7:30. 
If Spielman could get them here earlier, it was decided by Wefers 
and others in the student government office that his aid should be 
enlisted.
Tuesday morning. May 5, while Wefers was in court filing suit 
for an injunction againsh the University Trustees, Millimet an­
nounced that the three would be arriving at 3:30 that afternoon. 
Millimet had just received a call from Spjelman confirming the 
arrival.
Spielman had also called the student government office at UNH 
and spoken to John Scagliotti, committee coordinator. Spielman 
reported the arrival of the three and Scagliotti, accompanied by 
Peter Harris, a graduate Instructor of political science, drove to 
the airport to meet them. The two did not consult Wefers.
The “ Chicago Three” had been told conflicting stories early 
Tuesday morning by Spielman. Each was told that it would be 
necessary to speak at UNH in the afternoon, because of the legal 
situation. At that time, Tuesday morning, the legal decision had 
not yet been made. The Chicago Three broke prior engagements 
to be in Durham by 3:30. None of the three drove from the airport 
with Spielman. In the car with Scagliotti and Harris the Three be­
gan to compare stories and each learned of what Jerry Rubin, one 
of the Three, later called a double-cross.
The result was a note sent to Wefers which stated that the Three 
would not appear until 7:30. If Brock could prove this decision 
was Influenced by Scagliotti or Harris under Wefers’ direction, 
Wefers might be found in contempt. Brock failed.
Wefers had no contact with the three and none with either Scag­
liotti or Harris. If Brock could prove Wefers sent Scagliotti and 
Harris to the airport ahead of Spielman and purposely kept the 
Chicago Three away from the campus until 7:30, Wefers couldbe 
found guilty of contempt.
During Brock’s cross-examination of Wefers his tightly wound 
and intricate case, proving Wefers’ state of mind and attitude con­
temptuous, unraveled disasterously. Brock retained his even temper 
and eager smile, but began groping for Information that was not at 
hand. His frequent trips from the questioning podium to the pro­
secution's taoie cftecking notes - g always smiling — again gave 
the impression of a quiz program’s plastic-mouthed “ em-cee” 
this time stalling for a commercial break.
Brock questioned Wefers about sending Scagliotti and Harris 
to the airport, as was inaccurately reported in THE NEW HAMP­
SHIRE of May 8. Brock repeated the question several times, but 
always smiling. To Wefers’ consternation he could not be con­
vinced that the report was inaccurate.
It is reasonable to assume Wefers was not in violation of the 
original court order, issued against the trustees. It is for the 
court to decide if he is in violation of the second supplemental 
order.
From the serving of the supplemental order at 6:59 until the 
speakers arrived after 7:30, Wefers actions were critical. Any act 
of contempt had to be performed during this time period, with 
the exception of William McLaughlin, the prosecution did not pro­
duce one witness, film or taped recording which related Wefers’ 
actions to the court — contemptuous or not.
McLaughlin testified he approached Wefers and attempted to ex­
plain that the order Wefers had just been served was a supple­
mental one and not a warrant lor arrest. Wefers, having heard 
rumors of his possible arrest had refused to read, listen to, or 
accept the supplemental order.
No other witnesses were presented to verify Wefers’ course of 
conduct, state of mind or attitude which could in any way be inter­
preted as contemptuous by the court.
Sketches by Polly Fowle
Joseph Millimet, attorney for the University Board of Trustees
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Cellist finishes concert series
l i a m p s l i i r e
^Romberg to Rock^ show 
held over this weekend
by Gary O'Neal
Last week Carol Lucha of the 
Speech and Drama faculty pre­
sented a children’s show; this 
week she produced a musical re­
vue called “ Romberg to Rock,” 
focusing on popular tunes through 
the years. A good musical re­
vue is quite hard to produce and 
sometimes a sloppy production 
can look good at the first glance.
Friday night, however, I en­
joyed the UNH revue and I was 
determined to see it again Sat­
urday night because I 
really doubted that it could come 
across as well a second time, 
I was mistaken. The show was 
fantastic. My biggest complaint 
was that the show was bowing 
out after only four'performances. 
Now Miss Lucha has announced 
that the show will be held over 
to this weekend. There are even 
tentative plans to take the show on 
tour next fall.
The twelve members of the 
company were the students of 
Speech and Drama 565, Musical 
Comedy. There were many beau­
tiful moments in the production 
and the company handled every­
thing from operettas to rock with 
the same ease and skill. In the 
company were Helen Baldassare, 
Rachel Doiron, Jim Dowd, Gall 
Durant, JohnLenehan, Randa Mc­
Namara, Bob Owen, Katy Reed, 
Sue Marchand, Craig Talbot, 
Falko Schilling, and Kurt Weiss- 
becker. Their versatility ac­
counted lor much of the Impact 
of the show.
The review began and ended 
with regards to Broadway and 
packed between were 28 more 
fantastic numbers sung and sta­
ged in Hennessey Theater. The 
operetta “ era” was represented 
in a cute number by Sue Mar­
chand and Craig Talbot. George 
M. Cohen portrayed by JohnLen­
ehan was somewhat over­
shadowed by the veterans of 
World War 1 and their “ Grand 
Old Flag.” And so the eve­
ning went from “ Show Boat” 
to the days of Vaudeville.
The lavish musicals of the thir­
ties clicked by with “ 42nd 
Street” , a tap dancing number 
done to the tones of Lady Du- 
Barry with John Lenehan, Craig 
Talbot and Rachel Doiron. It 
ended with Gabriel blowing his 
horn and everyone singing.
Other numbers in the show in­
cluded specials from Rodgers
and Rammerstein, the musical 
“ Oliver!” , and “ Hair” . The 
music from the recent tribal- 
rock musical brought the review 
into the Aquarian Age, and for 
their efforts the troupe was given 
a standing ovation.
This production was packed 
with many surprises, two of them 
named Helen Baldessare and Sue 
Marchand. Helen was delicate 
with the men from Yonkers, just 
slightly reserved as Nellie Fro- 
bush, and impish as the “ art­
ful dodger” (from “ Oliver!”). 
She enjoyed all the songs as if 
each was a new discovery. Miss 
Marchand has appeared once be­
fore in Hennessey, but in a smal­
ler role. In her “ My Fair Lady” 
numbers she had the powerful 
voice of Julie Andrews and the 
innocent appearance of Audrey 
Hepburn. She filled the part 
beautifully.
Randa McNamara is one of the 
greatest talents to hit this cam­
pus in years. She is equally 
at home with production numbers 
and ballads, but ballads seem to 
be her specialty. Each of the 
troupe’s members excelled in a 
special way. Kurt Weissbecker 
maintained a great narra­
tion throughout the show, but as 
a song and dance man, his legs 
were stronger than his voice. 
When he was onstage you knew 
it. Every motion was exact 
and when he sang it was honest, 
especially as a Seabee singing a- 
bout dames, or the lack of them 
in “ There’s Nothing Like a 
Dame” from “ South Pacific” .
The dances were performed 
with ease, even though thev were 
usually difficult. The opening 
needed a bit of polishing, but 
the number from “ Hair” was 
successful in its simplicity.
Costumes were very good des­
pite the lack of buttons on the 
men’s vests and the two-dimen­
sional appearance of the ties. 
The lighting had been improved 
and the cues were never late; 
poor timing would have proven 
a disaster in a show like this. 
Especially striking was the ligh­
ting for the Kate Smith number 
and the Aquarian Age numbers.
“ Romberg to Rock” will be 
presented again this weekend in 
Hennessey Theater on Friday and 
Saturday evenings. There will 
be two performances at 7 and 9 
p.m. each night. I strongly 
recommend “ Romberg to Rock” 
as a line evening of entertain­
ment.
On Tuesday evening. May 12, 
the last and possibly one of the 
best concerts of the Blue and 
White Series was presented. The 
event was the appearance of ac­
claimed Japanese cellist Tsuy- 
oshi Tsutsmi, accompanied by 
Rebecca Pennys at the piano.
The evening began with the “ Son­
ata in G Minor” by Beethoven, 
and was perhaps the best one in the 
first part of the program. In it, 
Mr. Tsutsuml and Miss Pennys 
displayed their musical talents in a 
very lyrical manner. The second 
section of the piece, the Rondo, 
was a mingling of imitative ef­
fects in which the cello and the 
piano echoed one another, and then 
joined to play a theme together.
This was followed by the “ Bach 
Suite No. 3 in C Major,” per­
formed without piano. It con­
sisted of six parts, with scales 
performed in a variation technique. 
Although somewhat enjoyable, the 
Bach Suite seemed to be an exer­
cise in mechanics. The perform­
ance was well done, but there 
did not appear to be as much 
feeling involved.
The second part of the pro­
gram was by far the best. The 
“ Mendelssohn Sonata No. 2 in 
D Major” was the highlight of 
the evening. The first movement
Art Department
(Continued from page 3) 
graphics will be offered.
“ For the first time advanced 
drawing and a second water co­
lor course will be offered, to 
fulfill John Hatch’s 20 year 
dream,”  Zabarsky elaborated. 
“We are trying to develop se­
quence in courses where a stu­
dent can take a 400 level course 
and consecutively follow through 
to a 600 level.”
The main idea behind the ex­
ternal and internal construction 
of the department is flexibility. 
A flexible studio area and a base 
for the Art Education and Art 
History departments “ will make 
a psychological difference in ev­
eryone involved. Work has al­
ready begun in the department and 
all this ties in to show a new 
sense of serious business about 
art. The sculpture building is 
part of the whole thing - the 
expansion and consolidation of the 
Art Department,” said Zabarsky.
A program for a Bachelor of 
Fine Arts degree has also been 
proposed for next year. “ A 
BFA will call for a greater in- 
depth sequence of courses, and 
it will be better professionally 
for the student,” Zabarsky ad-
comblned a lovely piano part with 
the cello that ranged from a hushed 
intensity and near stillness to 
brilliant forcefulness.
The second movement was high­
lighted by an almost guitarlike 
plucking of the cello. This pluck­
ing effect was interwoven with 
flowing sounds, combining to form 
an intriguing blend.
Another interesting aspect of the 
sonata was the third movement, 
consisting mainly of an “ arpeg- 
glated piano” part. This chordal 
usage was a contrast to the sound 
of the cello. The last movement 
was one of marvelous force and 
power, the cello and piano antagon­
izing each other in a musical 
frenzy.
"At the Fountain,” by Carl 
Davidoff, was quite popular with 
the audience. This piece was ex­
citing visually as well as musi­
cally, because of the use of the 
“ spicatto” or quick, light bowing 
technique. Often, the notes reached 
piercing squeaks and the effect 
was amusing.
After two curtain calls, Mr. 
Tsutsumi and Miss Pennys re­
turned to play an encore, “ The 
Swan,” by Salnt-Saens. This work 
was so well received that another 
encore composed by Pablo Cassals 
was performed.
ded, while mentioning a plan for 
an optional advising system. If 
the proposal is accepted, art stu­
dents would be able to choose 
their advisor rather than being 
assigned to one.
When asked if the addition is 
indirectly responsible for the 
overhaul of the Art Department, 
Zabarsky claimed that “ no one 
thing is responsible but it cer­
tainly helped. We’re slowly fit­
ting everything together — facul­
ty, room and servicing, to have a 
very fine and flexible program.”
Art Professor George Thomas 
was not as enthusiastic about 
the classroom module. “ It will 
give some badly needed relief 
to the department and certainly 
we welcome that. However, I’m 
reminded that we have not met 
space needs for photography 
through this addition and scul­
pture is not provided for in the 
new building.”
Whatever space might be lack­
ing in the addition, faculty and 
students welcome the new 
module. Zabarsky summed up 
the feelings of his Art Depart­
ment when he said, “ Richard 
Brayton (director of a physical 
plant development) claims it will 
be ready in September-- if that’s 
so it will be wonderful, we’re 
all pleased that it’s coming.”
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At the New England Medical 
Center Hospitals of the Tufts-New 
England Medical Center, you hate 
a real choice, in a highly varied 
medical/surgical, teaching, 
research environment.
What's more, our unit co-ordination 
program releases you from burden­
some paper work and 
administrative details so that you 
practice what you've been trained 
for — nursing.
We also tailor your orientation to fit your individualized 
needs. And, you will find that a specialty instructor 
is part of your nursing unit, always there to give you 
guidance and support. After your orientation period, you 
can refer back to this “contact point", because our contin­
uing inservice education program places these resource 
people "on  the floor" where thev are available for 
teaching and instruction.
Other features include: Every other weekend off, shift 
as well as weekend differentials, liberal starting salaries, 
and tuition aid for continuing education.
If  you would like to find out more about the style of nursing at 
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art show had
utttd June to be held in July
DURHAM — The New Eng­
land Center for Continuing Ed­
ucation is currently featuring 
an exhibit of paintings and scul­
pture from the NEW Hampshire 
Art Association.
NHAA members represented 
In the exhibit include John Hatch, 
Jane Kaufman, Marie St. George, 
Robert Jenkins of Durham; Glen 
Krause, Cabot Lyford of Exe­
ter; Donald LaBranche ofGreen- 
land; Melvin Zabarsky, Agnes 
Maxam ofPortsmouth; Jane Dwy­
er of New Castle.
Manchester artists include 
Jonathan Pollard, Dee Parfitt, 
Miriam Sawyer, Jane Connor, 
and Corlnne Trippettl.
Other NHAA artists include 
William Abbe of Concord; Wil­
liam Holst, Carl Cochran of New 
London; Nora Unwin, Beatrice 
Orchard of Peterborough; Stan­
ley Hallet, Wilton Center; Cal­
vin Libby, Nashua.
The paintings will be on view 
at the New England Center now 
through mid-June. The New 
England Center, a joint venture 
of the region’s six state unlver-
The Newport Jazz Festival will 
be held July 10, 11 and 12, 
at Festival Field, Newport, Rhode 
Island. The weekend devoted to a 
celebration of the many facets of 
jazz will consist of three evening 
and two afternoon concerts.
Friday evening the Preserva­
tion Hall Band with Billie and 
Dede Pierce, the legendary Pimch 
Miller, gospel singer Mahalla 
Jackson, and Pete Fountain and 
his orchestra will represent New 
Orleans in a musical tribute to 
Louis Armstrong. He will be pre­
sent for a celebration of his 70th 
birthday. Some of the best trump­
eters in jazz will play songs as­
sociated with Louis.
sities, is located on the UNH 
campus.
According to Mrs. Grace 
Casey, executive of the New 
Hampshire Art Association, an­
other exhibit will be done by 
the association during the sum­
mer, Many of the paintings on 
exhibit may be rented through 
the NHAA rental program.
BuUetinboard
The music starts at noon Satur­
day with simultaneous drum, 
fiddle and trumpet workshops 
in different parts of the field. 
You can stay with one, or sample 
all three. At midafternoon the 
musicians and audience will 
gravitate toward center stage for 
a concert of interesting trends in 
the jazz of today. Participants 
include Tony Williams, Chico 
Hamilton, Art Blakey, Don 
Cherry, Sadao Watanabe, and 
many others.
Saturday night the artists will 
be Miles Davis, Nina Simone, 
Herbi Mann, Dizzy Gillespie, 
Sonny Rollins, Barney Kessel, 
with the three violinists Jean Luc 
Ponty, Stephane Grapelll and Joe 
Venuti.
Sunday afternoon will be a New­
port first with the Ike and Tina 
Turner Revue. The afternoon 
concert will also present Roberta 
Flack, the remarkable singer- 
pianist from Washington. Sunday 
night will feature Ella Fitzgerald, 
the Buddy Rich Orchestra, Les 
McCann, Eddie Harris, and Leon 
Thomas, the avant-garde singer.
Classics Speaker
Professor Jam es B. Graves J r .  of the 
University of Georgia will give a lecture 
entitled, “ V ergil's Aeneas -  A Hero Not 
of Our Age” today at 3 p.m. in the Car­
ro l Room of the Union. Coffee will be 
served.
Physical Education Equipment
The Department of Physical Education 
for Men requests all students to return their 
University issue (locks, towels, uniforms, 
etc.) to the Equipment Room in the Field 
House today. Those students wishing to 
participate in scheduled recreational activ­
ities during the final exam peri9d may 
check out equipment and supplies daily up­
on presentation of University ID card. .
Lockers not checked out by today will 
be cleared by equipment room personnel. 
The department will not be responsbile 
for personal property removed from loc­
kers after this date.
Library Hours
For the next two weekends the library 
will be open Saturdays 9 a.m. to mid­
night and Sundays 2 p.m. to midnight.
Exam Period Recreation Schedule
During the first week of finals and the 
following Monday and Tuesday the Uni­
versity Pool will be open from 12 to 1 
p.m. for faculty and staff and 1 to 2 p.m. 
for Open Swim. The gym and handball- 
squash courts will be open from 12 to 5 
p.m.i
A Great YMCA Camp
Has two program positions open. If you can 
head up the tripping program or serve as 
Music Director in one of the oldest and finest 
camps in the country . . .  contact Don 
Shellenberger, Director, YMCA Camp Becket, 
14 Somerset Street, Boston, Mass. 02108. 
Tel: 617 523-4570.
Attention Students!
We are now accepting applications for 
Summer Employment. .This is an opportunity 
to earn $1200.00 — $1800.00 for the summer 
and also enjoy your vacation. Call Rochester 
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OPEN Moh. — Sat. 7 a.m. — 10 p.m.
Sun. 8 a.m. — 10 p.m.
FOR PROMPT TAKE OUT SER VICE 
CALL AHEAD 868-7411
SERVING: Breakfast
DINNERS -  BEEF -  CHICKEN 




All Types of Sandwiches — Grinders 
DESSERTS -  PIES -  SUNDAES -  PUDDINGS 
ICE CREAM -  COLD DRINKS
“At Prices You Can Afford”




Open Mon. — Sat. 11:30 a.m. — 1 a.m.
Sun. 12 Noon — 12 p.m. 
SER VHSG ICE COLD BUDWEISER 
MEALS & SANDWICHES 
AIR CONDITIONED J




You have a special problem and we 
have taken steps to cure it.
It's tough getting started on the 
new job — with expenses cropping up 
for clothing, apartment, automobile 
and just plain living; and Auto City is 
prepared to help with the automobile 
problem.
You may purchase a new or late 
model automobile from Auto City 
and delay the payments until the pay- 
checks start rolling in.
Naturally there must be a reason­
able time limit and we must provide 
the bank with proof of the new job.
Drop in and discuss it today.
NEW AND LATE MODEL COUGARS
COMPLETE MUSCLE CAR LINE INCLUDING 1970 CYCLONE
ALSO IN STOCK




1968 Corvette 427  
1966 Corvette Coupe
1969 Super Bee 6 Pak
1969 V  W Sun Roof 
1967 V  W Sedan 
1965 V  W Sedan
1970 V  W Sun Roof 
1070 V  W Automatic 
1967 V  W Chevy Powered
FINANCE IT ALL PLATES & INSURANCE INCLUDED
AUTO CITY AFFORDABLE AUTOS INC.
2 Convenient locations to serve you better 
Rt. 1 downtown Middle St & State St, Portsmouth
W hen  calling^ use our Dover number 742 -6 84 1
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Sweet retires after 46 years as track coach
by Paul Bergerot> 
Sports Editor
Tomorrow’s New England 
Track and .Field Championships 
will mark Paul Sweet’s last ap­
pearance as head coach for the 
Wildcat harriers. Sweet has 
coached the trackmen since 1924, 
but will be stepping down from 
his coaching duties to pursue 
personal matters.
Coach Sweet has reached the 
mandatory retirement age of 69, 
but according to Athletic Direc­
tor Andrew Mooradian, has been 
invited to continue as head coach 
“ on a year to year basis, if he 
so desired.’’ The coach has 
declined the invitation but has 
assented to remain as cross 
country coach for another year.
A news story entitled “ New 
Coach Has Brilliant Record’’ 
printed in the September 26,1924 
issue of THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
said, in part, “ Paul Sweet, new 
track coach and trainer, comes 
to New Hampshire with a bril­
liant athletic record and a thor-
Paul Sweet — "...an excellent coach and a hell o f a gentleman."
photo by Wallner
ough training that should show 
excellent results in New Hamp­
shire athletics. . .During his se­
nior year he captained the Il­
linois track team, considered by 
experts as one of the greatest 
teams ever developed in the 
West.’’
“ Coach Sweet was one of the 
best all-around track athletes e- 
ver developed by Harry Gill, 
famous track coach of Illinois 
for over twenty years. Two years 
ago at the Drake relay races he 
was a member of the team which 
established a world’s record for 
the quarter mile. He is co­
holder of the Western Big Ten 
conference record in the quar­
te r.’’
Sweet was a four sports star 
at Battle Creek, Michigan. He 
attended the University of Ill­
inois where he captained the Big 
Ten champions in 1923. His 
record for the 440 stood until 
1946 and he was formerly a 
member of the United States 
World Champion 440 yard re­
lay team.
Coach Sweet, a 1923 graduate 
of the Coaches’ School of the 
University of Illinois and a mem­
ber of Delta Upsilon fraternity, 
succeeded Coach Harvey Cohn 
who went to Dartmouth the same 
year.
Since his first year as track 
mentor, Sweet has produced many 
outstanding track and cross coun­
try teams. His harriers have 
won the New England champion­
ship four times, finished second 
three times and third three times. 
In addition, his freshmen have 
won 10 New England titles and 
finished runner-up six times.
Sweet’s indoor track team fin­
ished third for the 1942 Inter­
collegiate American Amateur 
Athletic Association (IC4A) na­
tional Amateur Athletic Union 
(AAU) crown. In 1965, the Wild- 
kitten cross country team cap­
tured the IC4A College Division 
title and the varsity cross country 
squad captured its first Yankee 
Conference title. In 1968, an 
upset-directed New Hampshire 
track squad won its first Yan­
kee Conference Track and Field 
Championship.
Coach Sweet was also instru­
mental in the development of 
New Hampshire track star Boo 
Morcom, class of ‘43, who par­
ticipated in the pole vaulting e- 
vent in the 1948 Olympics held 
in Great Britain. Senior Jeff 
Bannister, currently ranked the 
number two decathalon com­
petitor in the United States and a 
1972 Olympic hopeful, owes much 
to Sweet’s tutelage.
A member of the 1946 track 
team remembers his instructor 
as “ an excellent coach and a hell 
of a gentleman, but he drove us 
mercilessly.’’
Senate
(Continued from page 1) 
tember, 1970.
The Air Force has so far been 
unable toinnaugurateanewROTC 
program at UNH. “ Since the 
Air Force is conducting exper­
imental programs elsewhere,’’ 
said Arthur Adams, chairman of 
the Board of Governors for the 
ROTC Program, it has said it 
would like to weigh the results 
of these programs before a final 
decision is made.
“ In order to deal fairly in this 
matter, the committee recom­
mends that negotiations be con­
tinued with the Air Force for a 
year or less until a new pro­
gram can be worked out.’’
Questioning why the Air Force 
needed more time to develop a
n e w  p r o g r a m ,  S e n a to r  A r t l i u i ’
Copeland, mathematics profes­
sor, proposed that no students be 
allowed into the Air Force ROTC 
program until it could offer a new 
study plan.
Citing obligations to freshmen 
who would be entering the Uni­
versity next fall with intentions 
of participating in Air Force 
ROTC, the Senate voted down 
Copeland’s motion, and voted to 
accept the report as recommen­
ded.
Senator Eugene Mills pointed 
opt that if negotiations did fail, 
then Air Force ROTC probably 
would be discontinued. “ The 
assumption in the report is that 
if nothing is done by September, 
1971, then the Air Force ROTC 
program would be stopped here 
at the University.”
Executive Council
Speaking for the Executive 
Council Committee, President 
McConnell reported that none of 
the state’s congressmen could 
come to the University to speak 
on the Indo-China war as recom­
mended by a previous senate 
resolution. In keeping with that 
resolution, McConnell said the 
Executive Committee would send 
a nine-member delegation to talk 
with the state’s two represent­
atives and senators.
McConnell also Informed the 
Senate that the Board of Trus­
tees had instructed Dean of Stu­
dent Affairs Richard Stevens 
to study the possibilities of self- 
government in the residence 
halls. Stevens is to submit a pre­
liminary report in July and a fi­
nal study in the fall.
Students and Staff:
Before you leave the University Com­
m unity, you better get your residence 
for N E X T  Y E A R  NOW!
For Information and 
Prices, contact
Campus Realty
47 Main St. Durham, IM. H.
Tel. 868-2797
UConn wins YC  track meet^ 
Wildcats p lace third
The University of Connec­
ticut’s track and field squad set 
two new conference marks in the 
23rd annual Yankee Conference 
Track and Field Championships 
held at Lewis Field Saturday. 
Records fell in the 16 pound 
shotput and the two mile run as 
the Huskies garnered 109 points 
to easily out-distance the other 
entries.
The Wildcats finished fourth 
with 30 points. The Universi­
ty of Massachusetts was runner- 
up with 58, while Rhode Island 
placed third with 42 points. Maine 
and Vermont finished fifth and 
sixth respectively.
Junior Gary King accounted for 
14 of New Hampshire’s 30points, 
capturing the only first place 
finish for the Blue in the long 
jump with a leap of 21 feet, 
5 3/4 Inches. In addition, he 
placed second in the javelin throw 
with a toss of 186 feet, 5 in­
ches. King also picked up a 
pair of fifth place finishes in 
the triple jump and high jump.
Vincent Lupo took second place 
in the pole vault and third in 
the 100 yard dash. Young fin­
ished third in the 440 yard run 
and the Wildcat scoring was com­
pleted by a third place finish 
in the 440 yard relay.
Vincent Lupo soars 14 feet to capture second place in the pole vault 
event at the Yankee Conference Track and Field Championships held 
at Lewis Field Saturday. photo by Wallner
Mooradian said of the veteran 
coach, “ Paul Sweet, in my op­
inion, is the most outstanding 
coach 1 have met anywhere in 
the country. He has produced 
outstanding teams, outstanding 
individuals and has been a fine 
representative for the Univer­
sity. If there was any way to 
talk him into staying on as head 
coach I would have tried it. We 
can never replace Paul Sweet 
as a man or as a coach.”
UNH lacrosse
season ended
The New Hampshire lacrosse 
squad ended its regular season 
play edging Dartmouth 7-5 Sat­
urday on Memorial Field.
Senior co-captain John Prible
broko the Wildcat a ll-tiu ic  la-
crosse scoring record, tallying 
four goals for a career total of 
100.
Sophomore goalie Mike Jones 
stopped 22 shots for the Cats, 
while Green goalie Herb Harter 
saved 16.
The win lifted the stickmen to 
a 5-7 season. With a 4-7 re­
cord after the Massachusetts 
game, the lacrosse team was 
prevented from reaching a .500 
mark because of strike cancel­
lations from Bowdoin and Holy 
Cross.
ClASSIFltDADS
FOR SALE — 1969 Honda CB175 in great shape. Mileage 
3164. Was under 3,000 when I got it. Only ridden 4 times 
and love it but must sell for money reasons. $475 Call 
659-3130.
To whoever "borrowed" my wallet and id's -  please just 
return my dorm key and id's and keep the damn money. 
Thanks. Gail, Stillings 800.
STUDENT ROOMS — Stage Coach Farm, Stage Coach Rd., 
Durham. Off Rt. 108, near Newmarket line. Male students. 
Large spacious rooms — multiple bath. Comfortable living 
room & modern kitchen. Renting for 1970-1971. Douglass 
Ross, 659-5000.
NOW is the time to mow your lawn. For dependable and 
professional service, call Jack Dudley, 868-7140.
TRIUMPH TR 4A, (1966) for sale. Dark green, wire wheels, 
radio, new Amco luggage rack, Michelin tires, brand new 
brake linings, mufflers. 431-8899 (evenings best).
FOR RENT — Room and bathroom. Separate entrance, 8 
minutes walking distance from campus. Available June 1. 
Call 868-7586.
W ANTED (urgently) — A crash course in riding (English). 
Call Gail Hardy at 2-1603.
TYPING SERVICE available. Experienced executive secre­
tary will do typing at home. All projects accepted. Usually 
rush jobs can be accommodated. Neat accurate work guar­
anteed. If transportation problem, pick up of work can be 
arranged. For further information call 742-2051.
SUMMER APARTM ENT — available from June 1 through 
August 30. Living room, kitchen, bedroom all wood panel­
ed, plus bathroom. Rent $110. Madt. Road. Contact Mrs. 
Phair 868-9648.
"NEED men of all trades for NORTH SLOPE, ALASKA, 
up to $2600.00 a month. For complete information, write 
to job Research Centre, Point-Roberts, Wash., 98281, en­
close $2.00 to cover cost."
FEMALE ROOMMATE W ANTED — for next year. Apart­
ment 4/2 miles from campus. No car needed. Contact Jill 
Johnson, 431-8637.
FEMALE HELP WANTED — Waitress for summer session
at Class A  R estaurant. W rite B o x  163, W eirs Beach N  H  Or
call 366-7391.
SUMMER BABYSITTER wanted in Durham home, 4-6 
hours during week. Good Opportunity for summer school 
student. $1.00 per hour. Phone Mary Wilde 868-7485.
I need a room from June 3 to June 24 and from Sept. 1 to 
Sept. 11. Please contact Paul Milbury, 115 So. Congreve 
862-1655
FOR SALE — 1962 VW Inspected -  Excellent condition 
$400.00 or best offer. Call Susan Lorentz 862-1484. (8 





NOW ON SALE. Impala, Am erica ’s most popular car. 
You simply buy any Impala V8 model.
And you simply order Turbo,Hydra-matic transmission, radio, 
white stripe tires, front and rear bumper guards and the convenient 
Comfortilt steering wheel. Then we include a big regular fuel 400- 
cubic-inch V8 and dual exhausts.
At no extra charge, during The Big Impala 400 Sale.
Nova now $159 LESS*
Now you can order a new Nova at 
a $159 price reduction.
Coupe or sedan.
Four-, six- or eight-cylinder engine.
With these Novas the day-night 
mirror, bias belted ply tires, cigarette 
lighter and seat belt retractors, formerly 
standard, are still available as options.
Place your order at your Chevy dealer’s.
Chevelle. $148 LESS* Chevelle. $147 LESS*
than our previous lowest priced 4-door. than our previous lowest priced hardtop.
Am erica ’s most popular m id-size Now Am erica ’s lowest priced 
sedan at a new low price. m id-size hardtop.
We took America’s best selling mid-size car. Then added 
two new lower priced models. Lower priced they are But lower 
priced looking and feeling they aren’t.
Monte Carlo Luxury for only $3,123*
Monte Carlo is hundreds of dollars less than 
other personal luxury cars. Hundreds.
Yet Monte Carlo’s a car of thickly padded 
seats. An instrument panel with the look of 
Carpathian burled elm. Plush carpeting.
Monte Carlo is every bit the luxury car.
Try the real thing at your Chevrolet dealer’s.
•Based on manufacturer's suggested retail prices, includ­
ing federal excise tax and suggested dealer new vehicle 
preparation charges. Destination charges, state and local 
taxes and optional equipment additional. Putting you first, keeps us first. FEXCELLENCE
